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With China's rapid economic development, quantity of court cases was 
increasing growing .At the same time, the development of economy takes a lot 
of  disputes and cause to "litigation explosion". However, due to the limitation 
of judicial resources in handling the case, the court in the process will lead 
judge work to pressure big, backlog and improper problem. Our country civil 
procedure law also details regulations the lawsuit mediation system. However, 
in judicial practice and mediation system, there also exist a series of problems, 
such as the judge "adjuster" and "judges" role conflict issues. In order to solve 
this problem, the courts at all levels actively seek for new methods.  
In chapter one and two, it is about the theory of mediation. In chapter one, 
it aims to introduce the system of mediation in China. From perspective of the 
conflicts of charter of Judger, the paper analyzed the defects of current 
mediation system in China. Moreover, the paper also remarks on the views on 
perfecting the system. To the point of character conflicts, the paper analyzed 
the method to mediation assisted by social power including NPC, lawyer,. It is 
likely to solve the general problems in the design of mediation system. 
In chapter three, the problems in reality of mediation assisted by social 
power was discussed. Several typical model of mediation assisted by social 
power were introduced in this paper. It aims to detect the status of action in the 
mediation assisted by social power in reality. By Comparing them, it is likely to 
find the difference, its reason and choice of the system. In further, it is useful to 
solve some basic problems.  
In chapter four, the main task is to talk about the policy to perfect the 
mediation assisted by social power.  
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